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GENERAL NEWS 

Home Minister Amit Shah met Jr NTR
in Hyderabad on August 21. He
praised the RRR star later in his tweet.

On Sunday, August 21, Home Minister Amit Shah had a meet
and greet with RRR star Jr NTR in Hyderabad. Later, Amit Shah
took to his official Twitter account to share some candid
pictures with the South superstar. He also expressed his
happiness over meeting the Telugu star and lavished praise on
Jr NTR. Amit Shah called him the 'gem of Telugu cinema'.
Pictures of the duo from the meeting have been going viral on
social media now.



R PRAGGNANANDHAA BEATS WORLD CHESS
CHAMPION MAGNUS CARLSEN AGAIN TO
FINISH RUNNER-UP IN FTX CRYPTO CUP
INDIAN CHESS MASTER R PRAGGNANANDHAA
DEFEATED WORLD CHAMPION MAGNUS
CARLSEN IN THE LAST ROUND OF THE FTX
CRYPTO CUP IN MIAMI.

Indian Grandmaster Praggnanandhaa Rameshbabu defeated world
champion, Magnus Carlsen, for the third time in just six months to finish
runner-up at the FTX Crypto Cup, the American finale of the Champions
Chess Tour, in Miami.
Praggnanandhaa defeated Carlsen in the blitz playoff in the seventh
round after being tied 2-2 in the regulation game to finish runner-up with
15 points in the standings. After two drawn games, Carlsen clinched the
third while Praggnanandhaa won the fourth game, pushing the match
into the tie-breaks where the 17-year-old Indian Grandmaster startled the
world champion by winning both the games.
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😁 10 SMILE QUOTES:
“Everyone smiles in the same language.”
“Most smiles are started by another smile.”
“A smile is the prettiest thing you can wear.”
“A smile is the shortest distance between 2 people.”
“A smile is a curve that sets everything straight.”
“Beauty is power; a smile is its sword.”
“A warm smile is the universal language of kindness.”
”A smile you sent will always return.”
“A smile is a bright reply to a dark world.”
“There is fear when frowning. There is love when
smiling.”😁

KEEP SMILING ☺ 




